Chat

Ashley Dahlen -> All Participants: Tip: In order to hear the presentation, you will need to connect your audio by either dialing in on the phone or by connecting through your computer speakers. To connect, click “Audio” at the top and then “Audio conference.” The pop up box will give you the two options to connect. Follow the instructions in the box.

Kelly Seifert -> All Participants: #DLCVirtual17

Kelly Seifert -> All Participants: All - please remember to chat your thoughts and questions to #DLCVirtual17; All Participants #DLCVirtual17; so that everyone can view the conversation.

Kate Irwin-Smith -> All Participants: Think about Bloom’s taxonomy ~38;&sim; similar in terms of competencies - what can you do with the information - just retrieve all the way up to manipulate or analyze

Ashley Dahlen -> All Participants: If you haven’t already, you can download today’s slide decks at: https://www.fdwp.gov/file-repository/outreach/events/depository-library-council-dlc-meetings/2017-meeting-proceedings/2017-dlc-spring-virtual-meeting

Arlene Weible -> All Participants: Referrals back to the government agency that produced the dataset have been productive for me. Agency folks are often thrilled to find out someone is actually using their data!

Kathy Hale -> All Participants: Also remember that if they are comparing data that the people such as the census don’t count it the same way.

Steve Belew -> All Participants: DataFerrett can give data for each age as well as in age groups.

Kate Irwin-Smith -> All Participants: whoa re editing of census data

Holly Chambers -> All Participants: I know it is really early to ask about 2020 - but where should I be checking to see news about the questions, release formats etc?

Steve Belew -> All Participants: ACS 1-year Supplemental Estimates data have a start threshold of 20,000 pop, so they can be used as subs to the ACS 3-year datasets

Jane Canfield -> All Participants: Identifying the state census data centers in your geographic area can be useful for help with census data-we are a state census data center and our state supervising agency is really helpful

Stephen Woods -> All Participants: Statistical Abstracts of the United States has wonderful chapters that discuss many of these collection limitations that Rich is talking about.

Holly Chambers -> All Participants: Thanks Christopher.


Christopher Lemery -> All Participants: This is what I sent to Holly, all: https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/social-issues/census-watchers-warn-of-crisis-if-funding-for-2020-count-is-not-increased/2017/04/17/e6cc170a-20d6-11e7-a0a7-8b2a45e3dc84_story.html?utm_term=.d7798200b851

Jane Canfield -> All Participants: Link to the Census Bureau link to the state census data center
Jane Canfield -> All Participants: https://www.census.gov/about/partners/sdc.html

steve beleu -> All Participants: Census Tracts minimize change from decade to decade; zip code data is also ~38quot;frozen~38quot; into Zip Code Tabulation Areas (although you can choose either Zip Codes of ZCTAs in AFF), but zip codes can change anytime a postmaster needs to change them. So choose ZCTAs only if you have to.

Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: Zip codes are more intuitive to users. Hard to point to census track without a census map.

Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: Having said that, ZCTA’s not hugely useful in Alaska.

steve beleu -> All Participants: In the 2102 Eco-Census data is reported for populated places for a threshold of 2,500+ people or 2,500 jobs. But you can search for pop. places under 2,500 as ZCTAs to get a bit of data for those smaller geos.

Alice Wei -> All Participants: Sometimes it is hard to explain customers how to translate the census tract # to zip codes, but again, some of the zipcodes, data may not reflect much for low population areas, may be hard to reflect and tabulate.

Jane Canfield -> All Participants: The Census Bureau also has training webinars: https://www.census.gov/mso/www/training/

steve beleu -> All Participants: But zip codes can change anytime, so the zip code data in AFF may be data for a geo that’s already changed because a postal master has changed a zip code one or twice since the year of the Census data.

Jane Canfield -> All Participants: I agree that data ferret is great

steve beleu -> All Participants: DataFerrett is cool, is free, and isn’t that hard to learn.

Kathy Hale -> All Participants: Each state has a State Data Center that will answer questions and offer training.

Stephen Woods -> All Participants: What do you see missing in current library school curricula related to the skills you are talking about? What do we do about that?

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Aren’t State Data Centers mostly Census data and not other data?

Kathy Hale -> All Participants: It is Census only

Jane Canfield -> All Participants: Our State data center is the Institute of Puerto Rican Statistics and they will help provide custom tables and help with dat analysis

Jane Canfield -> All Participants: Most states have agencies and libraries which participate as state census data centers

Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: Latest 2020 updates - https://www.census.gov/2020census

Kathy Hale -> All Participants: This is my favorite one for educational statistics https://nces.ed.gov/

Jane Canfield -> All Participants: https://www.census.gov/about/partners/sdc.html This is the link to the Census Bureau site for the state census data program

Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: that’s everyone who went to law school, btw ;)

Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: Curiosity is key to all areas of librarianship. Embrace the lifelong learning!

Jane Canfield -> All Participants: We take in intern students from the three existing master’s programs in Puerto Rico and they are assigned to me for a week of intensive gov docs training

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Please summarize answers to GovDoc-L - many of us have
the same questions

Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: +1 Jane - good program
steve beleu -> All Participants: Some SDCs include BEA and BLS data also, as ours does and as I do as the OK SDC Coordinating Agency.
laura sare -> All Participants: I often contact the Census Bureau for help, they can show you how to access the data quickly over the phone, or sometimes they will send me an email with the data I need
Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: I can't hear Cass....
Pat Behles -> All Participants: me neither
steve beleu -> All Participants: Forgot one category: a few SDCs work foreign trade data from federal agencies into what they do.
Kathy Hale -> All Participants: Do you get many questions for very historic data such as pre-1900?
Kelly Seifert -> All Participants: Can you hear Cass better now?
Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: not really
Kirstin Krumsee -> All Participants: We do occasionally
Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: bett
Thomas Waters -> All Participants: That's better
Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: better
Lisa Hartman -> All Participants: better!
Pat Behles -> All Participants: much better
steve beleu -> All Participants: Since the earliest data for OK starts in 1890, no. Most is from the end of WW2 forward.
Asteria Ndulute -> All Participants: Departmnts of Justice, Labor, Health, Education and Census Bureau are good sources of data.
Vicki Tate -> All Participants: Only in regards to class assignment for sociology.
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Yes - at a State library, people come here when not available elsewhere
Jane Canfield -> All Participants: Rarely, but I do get requests starting in around 1920
Kirstin Krumsee -> All Participants: That's my experience too Jenny
Alice Wei -> All Participants: Demographics?
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: But we don't have data sets!
Susanne Caro -> All Participants: I do get historic stat questions. It gets interesting, esp the religious bodies survey
steve beleu -> All Participants: If any of you want to know how to get to some of these sources I've put into chat, e-mail me at steve.beleu@libraries.ok.gov and I'll answer you. You may be the only person in your state to know that you can get smaller-than-2,500 data for geos in the 2012 Eco-Census, 20,000 to 65,000 ACS data that sort of replace the ACS 3-year datasets, etc.
Stephen Woods -> All Participants: ARDA is great for historical religious data.
http://www.thearda.com/ all the census gov historic stuff is there.
Jane Canfield -> All Participants: Sometimes we just have to say that this data is unavailable or not reliable or that we simply cannot find it
Stephen Woods -> All Participants: IPUMS has some great historic data
Stephen Woods -> All Participants: https://usa.ipums.org/usa/
William Kenz -> All Participants: Two patrons recently asked for help finding county weather, temps in particular, for a county in MN, over a period of time. I had nothing of help at hand, but we checked NOAA online and found bits and pieces of data. So I suggested contacting the National Weather Service station in Grand Forks, ND to see if they had that data. The patrons called them, and I later learned that day the station had exactly the data the patrons needed. Just an example of knowing resources and agencies in your area which can help out.

Christopher Lemery -> All Participants: The Measuring America book is available by PDF, too: https://www.census.gov/prod/2002pubs/pol02-ma.pdf

Kathy Hale -> All Participants: USGS has weather collecting data sites in many states for local level daily and hourly information

William Kenz -> All Participants: Thanks for suggestion....

Susanne Caro -> All Participants: I've had two tough questions where I have come frustratingly close but can't find that one piece because it wasn't collected at that time. The Stat abstract is still really helpful for finding out if that data was ever there.

Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: +1 William Kenz - Great story of librarians as connectors. Gov info expertise is valuable.

Jane Canfield -> All Participants: Policy map has some things that you can get to for free

Cass Hartnett -> All Participants: Agree about Nat Weather Service story. Depos libns as connectors.

Jane Woldow -> All Participants: We've had a possitive experience with Statista at our library too

Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: https://www.statista.com/ - Haven't used myself.

Stephen Woods -> All Participants: Statistia is great if you have the money, but keep in mind much is simply repackaged. It is slick but not cheap.

Malea Walker -> All Participants: Thank you!

Patricia Kenly -> All Participants: Wonderful!

Ashley Dahlen -> All Participants: See you back at 1:15 Eastern!

Andrea Stelljes -> All Participants: Very helpful information. Thank you!

steve beleu -> All Participants: Often commercial packages make data easier to retrieve and use by dumbing it down.

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: What music is playing?

iCohere Support -> All Participants: RadioParadise.com

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Is that the app or the band? I want to track down the musician

iCohere Support -> All Participants: Artists: Jam. Song: Namaste

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Thank you!

iCohere Support -> All Participants: Oops, sorry, transposed that:

iCohere Support -> All Participants: Artists: Namaste. Song: Jam.

Carol Kochan -> All Participants: How can we know if our library has elected to set holdings in OCLC?

Beth Downing -> All Participants: We had a similar issue with our own process here. Still working on resolving the issue.

Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: 522,172 records times 3 cents is $15,665.16. (is that how OCLC works? I just do math. EVEN THO I~38quot;M A LAW LIBRARIAN)
Ashley Dahlen -> All Participants: CRDP information can be found here: https://www.fdlp.gov/project-list/cataloging-record-distribution-program

Mary Ann Ries -> All Participants: Have you considered using the Depository number for the holdings in the CGP instead of the OCLC id.

Jody Hewitt -> All Participants: If we are a regional not participating in the OCLC holdings project, could we still have holdings information added to CGP when that begins?

Jody Hewitt -> All Participants: I didn't think it would be easy!

Perveen Rustomfram -> All Participants: If we have already updated holdings in OCLC for 2016, will it create a problem for us when GPO updates the information too?

karina ricker -> All Participants: what is the advantage of adding regional holdings to cgp? all of cgp is not in WorldCat?

Perveen Rustomfram -> All Participants: Thanks! That's good to know!

Mary Ann Ries -> All Participants: If you are a regional that wants to join are your records back added, or does it only add from the point you join forward

Doris Hutson -> All Participants: As a regional, if we remove a holdings from OCLC, will the holdings also be removed from CGP?

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Will Steward Libraries be made public by location AND by topic and by SuDoc?

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: I hope stewards for same items are spread across the country! I haven't read recent documents.

Sandra McAninch -> All Participants: would be helpful for CGP to include this info. so that public can find out where to go for preservation copies

Ashley Dahlen -> All Participants: Plus we have several training webinars coming up about it! See: https://www.fdlp.gov/news-and-events/2956-webinars-fdlp-exchange-training-for-selectives-and-regionals

Melissa Bernstein -> All Participants: @karinna - eXchange is also for selectives.

Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: +1 Scott for suggesting adding preservation stewards in GPO LibGuides.

Mary Ann Ries -> All Participants: Have you considered having the a third category of Preservation Stewards to that Selective and Regional on the GPO Depository Libraries List

Mary Ann Ries -> All Participants: either or

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Will the public have to go to different research guides? Any chance to run a database of the info to offer one place to go?

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Any chance of change eXchange name to Match.gov or Yenta.gov?

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: can't hear

Asteria Ndulute -> All Participants: can't hear

Jacqueline Eldridge -> All Participants: I can't hear
Kelly Seifert -> All Participants: better?
Mary Clark -> All Participants: Not really.
Christopher Lemery -> All Participants: better!
Kate Tallman -> All Participants: yes
Scott Matheson -> All Participants: Yes
Mary Clark -> All Participants: good thanks!
Jacqueline Eldridge -> All Participants: yes
Asteria Ndulute -> All Participants: Better
Asteria Ndulute -> All Participants: Can't hear
Gwen Sinclair -> All Participants: +1 GPO is easy to work with!
Sandra McAninch -> All Participants: + 2 what Gwen said
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: can't hear
Andrew Grace -> All Participants: Is the mic cutting out?
Susanne Caro -> All Participants: lost sound
Sandra McAninch -> All Participants: are Congressional Record stewards including the Congressional Globe and Annals of Congress in their steward collections?
Gwen Sinclair -> All Participants: +1 prestige and reputation points for participation!
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: ?What happens when administration changes and new folks don't buy in?
Patty Andersen -> All Participants: I can see it.
Brent Abercrombie -> All Participants: I believe GPO and the Steward review their agreement every 3 to 5 years.
Gwen Sinclair -> All Participants: Jenny, that's a danger, but I think the prestige and reputation argument can sway reluctant administrators.
Aimee Quinn -> All Participants: Following up on Gwen’s question regarding the Globe and Annals, are all versions of the Annals in their steward collections? I know there are at least three versions of the Annals (roughly Eastern, Westernish, and one that is sort of like Southern). It is similar to the various versions of the serial set.
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: LO VE that guide!
Susanne Caro -> All Participants: great title!
Gwen Sinclair -> All Participants: U Iowa's page showing branding: http://digital.lib.uiowa.edu/gpc/
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: ? Cost of preservation can become daunting. Down the road, could there be a grant program for stewards?
Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: http://guides.lib.uiowa.edu/govcomics - Holy Social Marketing, Uncle Sam!: Government Issued Comics
Gwen Sinclair -> All Participants: Jenny, preference is to replace volumes rather than repair or do conservation work. GPO can pay shipping for replacement volumes.
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: I'm thinking of comments I got from previous employers
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: I worry about geographic distribution of steward collections
Susanne Caro -> All Participants: Is anyone thinking of preserving microfiche?
Kate Tallman -> All Participants: Thanks for all of your questions!
Ashley Dahlen -> All Participants: See you back at 2:35 Eastern!
Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: Speaking of preservation (digital), here's a gov comic
where page 2 is a 404 error - https://www.ssa.gov/history/three65.html

**Jenny Groome** -> All Participants: I just love Sprocket Man!

**Aimee Quinn** -> All Participants: Great session - thanks!

**Daniel Cornwall** -> All Participants: @Jenny - Sprocket Man is my favorite!

**Thomas Waters** -> All Participants: Daniel, I found page 2. The link needs ~38quot;html~38quot; at the end: https://www.ssa.gov/history/2comic2.html

**Daniel Cornwall** -> All Participants: @Thomas - Thanks! I should have tried that!


**Kate Irwin-Smiler** -> All Participants: BIG THANKS to continued support for in person meetings.

**Hallie Pritchett** -> All Participants: Agreed!!!

**Daniel Cornwall** -> All Participants: What Hallie and Kate said. Very useful!

**Daniel Cornwall** -> All Participants: REALLY happy to see digitization guidelines

**Kate Irwin-Smiler** -> All Participants: Question about response #1: any GPO response to the last part of the recommendation - re: no longer in effect SOD PPS? Will those be released as well?

**Yvonne Williams** -> All Participants: We are a public library and considering circulating our collection or at least parts of it. I would like to know some of the pros and cons to public libraries circulation the depository collection.

**Kate Irwin-Smiler** -> All Participants: But there is a commitment to eventually release them all? Is that what I'm hearing? (Just as a historical matter they'd be useful.)


**Martha Rice** -> All Participants: At Dayton Metro Library, we are going to change all of our depository collection to circulating status. We would like to be able to provide more access, track circ stats.

**Martha Rice** -> All Participants: *almost all.

**Mary Clark** -> All Participants: When in doubt check it out! We circulate almost everything, except CFR, US Code, etc.

**Vicki Tate** -> All Participants: The determination of what circulates follows the same rules and non-government documents. There is no difference. If the item is considered a reference item it does not circulate. Otherwise any patron within our systems may check out catalogued documents.

**Susanne Caro** -> All Participants: We circulate, but many of our users only want to reference the materials. Circulation is great for longer documents.

**Aimee Quinn** -> All Participants: Re: circulating depository materials - it really depends upon your community and the other depositories in your community. If you have other depositories in your community, you should work with your other depository coordinators and come up with a collaborative plan for circulating so that materials which are important to the community and which are not available online are still available. Otherwise, they should be treated the same as the rest of the collection. Circulating the material gets better access and increases use.

**Hallie Pritchett** -> All Participants: As an academic regional, we circulate most things.
that don't circulate include Serial Set, CR and its predecessors, Census materials, maps, posters, items published prior to 1930, brittle/damaged items, and microfiche.

**Patty Andersen** -> All Participants: Academic Library here - we have worked to get 2nd copies of things we don't want to circulate. Mostly things that we add to our special collections that deal specifically with our region and state.

**Daniel Cornwall** -> All Participants: Alaska has issues with e-docs too. In a number of places, you could go out to dinner while a large PDF downloads.

**Bernadette Johnson** -> All Participants: What are the dates and location for the 2017 DLC Conference? I couldn't find it on the site.

**Gwen Sinclair** -> All Participants: Circulation requires having a record in the online catalog. Many libraries don't catalog gov docs so they don't circulate.

**Jane Canfield** -> All Participants: We are an academic library but because Puerto Rico does not have a strong public library system, we give service to the community in general and to high schools in the area. I circulate documents with no problem in general. I have patrons who cannot afford to make copies and some documents are very large. Also, Puerto Rico still has more than 50% of households with no broadband internet.

**Kelly Seifert** -> All Participants: fall conf is Oct 16-18 in Arlington, VA - same hotel as usual. Registration will open in June.

**Scott Matheson** -> All Participants: Save the date and plan to join us this fall, October 16-18.

**Daniel Cornwall** -> All Participants: Some of the Alaska State Library's docs are reference - mostly legal materials.

**Yvonne Williams** -> All Participants: Points well taken. Thanks.

**Marie Concannon** -> All Participants: Libraries that don't circulate their own copies might consider their ILL policies - do they seek another library's copy to check out to their patron, rather than their own copy? (just something to consider)

**Marie Concannon** -> All Participants: It may make more sense to check out your own copy rather than get one through ILL

**Hallie Pritchett** -> All Participants: Students are fascinated by microfiche - they think it's "~38quot;retro~38quot;.

**Daniel Cornwall** -> All Participants: Alaska State Library only lends film/fiche on Interlibrary Loan. Will make scans/copies for individuals if mf document SHORT.

**Thomas Waters** -> All Participants: Hallie--whenever I've mentioned microfiche to a student, I've had to explain what it is.

**Hallie Pritchett** -> All Participants: Same here - one student asked if it was fragile - I laughed.

**Kate Irwin-Smiler** -> All Participants: I taught my daughter (age 6) about microfiche on the ride home last night :)

**Kirstin Krumsee** -> All Participants: In the State Library of Ohio we're lucky to have a high speed microfiche scanner. We don't circulate the fiche, but we often will digitize them for patrons.

**Martha Rice** -> All Participants: What did you teach her in the car on the way home?

**Daniel Cornwall** -> All Participants: +1 Kirstin

**Min Shaheen** -> All Participants: How do libraries deal with theft and missing issues when their docs collections are in public area and circulate?

**Arlene Weible** -> All Participants: We also offer "~38quot;digitize on demand~38quot; options
over circulation, depending on size, patron need, etc.

**Marie Concannon** -> All Participants: Wouldn't it be great to capture the digitized copies of docs that go through ILL depts? Sometimes I wish there was a "quick and dirty" repository to upload these things.

**Kate Irwin-Smiler** -> All Participants: Well, first what it was, but i dove right into Vinegar Syndrome!

**Kirstin Krumsee** -> All Participants: Absolutely agree Marie

**Andrea Stelljes** -> All Participants: The collection at Minneapolis Central library is non-circulating. We have a "special permit" we use for the occasional request from a patron to check the item out. Our regional, University of Minnesota, does circulate gov docs so we're coordinate that way.

**Martha Rice** -> All Participants: Vinegar Syndrome LOL...

**Thomas Fischlschweiger** -> All Participants: We also circ fiche and do some scanning of smaller items for ILL.

**Kate Irwin-Smiler** -> All Participants: LOL smuggling fiche. But yeah....

**Hallie Pritchett** -> All Participants: 3/4 of our collection is in closed stacks or off-site storage, which helps with theft issue.

**Jane Canfield** -> All Participants: We don't have a theft problem anywhere in the library. Perhaps because we are a religious institution and have a guard who patrols the library?

**Thomas Fischlschweiger** -> All Participants: We try to get 2nd copies for some items from N~amp;O so we can circulate those.

**Kate Irwin-Smiler** -> All Participants: TThank you :)

**Min Shaheen** -> All Participants: Thanks!

**Beth Downing** -> All Participants: Whn something is not returned I am asked to place a value on the item and get quite a lot of push-back when I suggest we use our default fee. Using the Federal property argument might help.

**Bernadette Johnson** -> All Participants: Thank you Kelly! :)

**Marie Concannon** -> All Participants: Beth, the fact that you get push-back when suggesting that docs have value is troubling. Just because the library is sent it at no cost, that doesn't mean it doesn't have value. Our WWII posters, printed by GPO, are in Special Collections and have great value (just one example)

**Yvonne Williams** -> All Participants: For public libraries who have multiple branch libraries in your library system, how do you engage the branches with federal information, or how do you promote the FDLP within the branches.

**Fang Gao** -> All Participants: Laurie is correct. Some important documents in the Archived Collections have/will be archived analytically.

**Thomas Fischlschweiger** -> All Participants: Marie, we've run into similar issues...we got it free, why do we need to replace it? Or, can't they send us another copy, also for free? One of the reasons we keep them reference. Replacement is a lot more expensive than many realize.

**Marie Concannon** -> All Participants: Thinking in terms of "replacement value" rather than original price works well. Some things have increased in value over time, like the "Duck and Cover" comic book for children.

**Arlene Weible** -> All Participants: The feedback I get from public libraries is that training sessions work best ... a few minutes on a specific resource
during a all staff meeting works well. Especially if it is a current topic ... like tax forms, health care, etc.

**Arlene Weible** --> All Participants: Its really raising awareness, and encouraging referrals, rather than hard core training

**Paula Webb** --> All Participants: Connecting with the community a must!

**Daniel Cornwall** --> All Participants: Alaska State Library has taken some baby steps in linking our state archiving through Archive-It to our publication catalog records. One example at - https://jlc-web.uaa.alaska.edu/client/en_US/asl/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$02fSD_ILS:1762335/ada?qu=%22archive-it%22~38amp;lm=ASL2

**Jane Canfield** --> All Participants: Speaking of marketing materials, my colleagues want more of those neat red, square pencils with pencil sharpeners

**Kelly Seifert** --> All Participants: Order promo materials from GPO: https://www.fdlp.gov/promotion/fdlp-promotional-materials-for-your-depository-library

**Paula Webb** --> All Participants: We just had the city of Mobile ask us for Census data last week!

**Thomas Fischlschweiger** --> All Participants: Arlene, I take time to do just that any time I can. I've given quick demonstrations in person, or even guided other librarians over the phone to help them use the sources, and they in turn then can help others, public and staff.

**Andrea Stelljes** --> All Participants: Hennepin County has 41 branches so we’re huge. The gov docs collection is at Minneapolis Central. Our social media staff will do some promotion, but it becomes difficult because gov docs librarians are not allowed to add content to our website. We had subject guides (like LibGuides) in the past but our website redesign eliminated those. We encourage branch staff to call our department directly.

**Daniel Cornwall** --> All Participants: In our particular case, this is less work for us, but doubt the process maps to what GPO does.

**Yvonne Williams** --> All Participants: We practice the things that you all suggested. In addition, we send promotional items to the branches to keep them informed.

**Kelly Seifert** --> All Participants: Jane - we have traditional CGP pencils at the moment - also red. But we will make a note of that request. Lots of folks loved the carpenter pencils.

**Daniel Cornwall** --> All Participants: @Paula - Yay!

**Jane Canfield** --> All Participants: We are just starting a program in which local high school students can take college courses for credit so I am working with our recruiting dept to visit those schools with materials and a short presentation on the FDLP program

**Aimee Quinn** --> All Participants: We had a very successful prom of the FDLP where we gave out the pencils and the Ben bookmarks along with 47 dozen cookies to around 350 students.

**Kelly Seifert** --> All Participants: Aimee - the cookies were so creative! We loved them at GPO

**Sandra McAninch** --> All Participants: Any update on when the historical shelflist records might appear in OCLC? Would be very helpful to those of us who are looking for copy cataloging for older titles.

**Aimee Quinn** --> All Participants: Thanks Kelly! We are going to do this every year because it is so successful.

**Aimee Quinn** --> All Participants: yes. I will share. We have done this for two years now.

**Malea Walker** --> All Participants: How did you identify the SSNs that got redacted?
Malea Walker -> All Participants: Thank you!
Sandra McAninch -> All Participants: Yay!!
Min Shaheen -> All Participants: I have a couple of questions: 1) Can we use a single log-in for everything related to FDLP? 2) My library is considering transitioning to digital only or almost digital collection. Is there a cheat-sheet for the process?
Susanne Caro -> All Participants: Thank you for the CGP records
Carmen Orth-Alfie -> All Participants: Since I missed much of today, Please list these two titles that Regionals want to discard.
Arlene Weible -> All Participants: Carmen: They mentioned Cong. Rec. and the hearings on the discard list
Marie Concannon -> All Participants: Have a regional meeting for ~38quot;horse trading~38quot; - that is, we'll be a steward for this if you'll be a steward for that.
Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: distant from Ohio AND Colorado, right?
Marie Concannon -> All Participants: Make it more direct
Carmen Orth-Alfie -> All Participants: Thanks!
Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: +1 Marie
Carmen Orth-Alfie -> All Participants: +1 marie
Susanne Caro -> All Participants: I would love to be a pres. steward but we have open stacks and no offsite storage.
Gwen Sinclair -> All Participants: Creating inventories is a huge job for big collections like CR. Sharing existing inventories would help.
Peggy Jarrett -> All Participants: I imagine some law library selectives would like the bound Congressional Record from the time it moved to a regional only selection.
Gwen Sinclair -> All Participants: Open stacks is not an impediment to being a preservation steward -- our US Reports are in open stacks.
Kirstin Krumsee -> All Participants: Susanne, we have open stacks too and are a preservation steward
Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: IS there are possibility for being a PS for a particular time frame - say, Cong Rec from 1900-1980, so not a growing collection?
Mary Ann Ries -> All Participants: How are you defining the 4 regions? Are states assigned to a region?
Arlene Weible -> All Participants: Creating more incentives for preservation stewards would be looking at the reasons why libraries aren't signing up ... also, emphasize the flexibility in the MOUs
Jane Canfield -> All Participants: Perhaps involve those of us who are smaller libraries take on smaller collections or specific topics-I am slowly building a collection of whatever I can get that deals with Puerto Rico and the Caribbean (so if you are discarding let me know) and I will happily take on that small area of preservation
Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: *a
Cass Hartnett -> All Participants: Both philosophical and practical here. The past six months have by far been the most exciting time to be in government information (I've been a docs librarian since '88). I'm interested in hearing from people about renewed passion and interest in depository collections and the .gov domain. This appears to be a ~38quot;moment~38quot; for all citizens interested in permanent public access to the people's information. Are there new
opportunities we are missing? Here's your chance for input to Council ~38amp; DLC on themes for October programs too.

Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: +1 Cass
Peggy Jarrett -> All Participants: If the bound Congressional Record ends up on the discard list, would GPO allow a selective to select it?
Gwen Sinclair -> All Participants: Sounds like we need an FAQ or mythbusters for preservation stewardship.
Peggy Jarrett -> All Participants: Answering my own question - with the 7 year requirement, probably not. I just don't want precious bound CRs to be tosse without consultation with the law libraries.
Ashley Dahlen -> All Participants: This might help - Preservation FAQs:
https://www.fdla.gov/file-repository/outreach/fdla-partnerships/2844-preservation-stewards-frequently-asked-questions
Susanne Caro -> All Participants: I'm curious how many libraries would like to be preservation partners but cannot meet the requirements?
Arlene Weible -> All Participants: If the bound Congressional Record ends up on the discard list, would GPO allow a selective to select it?
Peggy Jarrett -> All Participants: Answering my own question - with the 7 year requirement, probably not. I just don't want precious bound CRs to be tosse without consultation with the law libraries.

Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: Census region map -
Arlene Weible -> All Participants: Law libraries should let libraries know about their needs ... we have selectives getting rid of CR's all the time, and they would love to send them somewhere ... we just need to know who wants them
Arlene Weible -> All Participants: Xchange should help with this!
Hallie Pritchett -> All Participants: A substantial portion of our tangible collection went through an arson fire 14 years ago so I suspect we're fairly limited in how we could participate
Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: Puerto Rico doesn't seem to be assigned to a Census region.
Peggy Jarrett -> All Participants: Arlene - I'm talking about the volumes after selectives couldn't select them. We have the bound CR up until that time.
Arlene Weible -> All Participants: Oh, okay. Thanks for the clarification Peggy!
Arlene Weible -> All Participants: Here is a radical idea ... has GPO ever asked Hathi if FDLP libraries could have a level of membership that would allow them access to PDF versions of digitized docs.
Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: +50K to Arlene.
Peggy Jarrett -> All Participants: +1 Arlene
Jane Canfield -> All Participants: Yes, please to Arlene's idea
Aimee Quinn -> All Participants: +3 Arlene
Anthony Smith -> All Participants: Single sign-on would be awesome! It is something we look to implement with the fdla.gov modernization effort. This came up in the work practice study.
Hallie Pritchett -> All Participants: Arlene - do you mean non-member FDLs would be able to download entire documents instead of a few pages at a time?
Min Shaheen -> All Participants: Thanks!
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: My concern about HathiTrust is that these files may lack maps, pull outs, etc. They should not be considered on par with print versions until they are checked page by page (no I am not volunteering)
Perveen Rustomfram -> All Participants: +1 Arlene
Arlene Weible -> All Participants: Yes, what I’m proposing is a level of membership that would allow full downloads
Sinai Wood -> All Participants: Jenny is correct about the foldouts, etc.
Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: +1 Jenny, but HT access would be helpful for FDLs
Marie Concannon -> All Participants: I have been pleased to see almost all federal docs in Hathi Trust are full text viewable, even those after 1923
Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: But yes, make sure a digital copy is complete before getting rid of something important to you.
Mary Ann Ries -> All Participants: Have you considered setting up a mentoring program for those who want to go all digital, etc.
Patty Andersen -> All Participants: can't hear
Arlene Weible -> All Participants: I was thinking that in the same way that GPO works with OCLC to help regionals with holdings info, they might be able to do something similar with Hathi
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Rather than having a level of membership, identifying Public Domain items in Hathi and working with the institution that digitized them - that might be better for the general public
Marie Concannon -> All Participants: Agree with you, Jenny
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Academic libraries have patrons coming through a proxy and/or ip range. But the general public should not have to go through this in order to access public information
Ashley Dahlen -> All Participants: There is a Guidance article on transitioning to a digital library at: https://www.fdlp.gov/requirements-guidance-2/guidance/2124-all-or-mostly-online-federal-depository-libraries
Kelly Seifert -> All Participants: There are some archived webinars about going all digital and building a digital collection: http://login.icohere.com/public/topics.cfm?cseq=1172
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: And, as the project moves forward, include state documents too! No, I am not volunteering
Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: it's 3:45 in the afternoon on the east coast, Cass. It's nap time. :) 
Aimee Quinn -> All Participants: Cass, I am with you. I think the Fall will need to have some sessions on data refuge
Jane Canfield -> All Participants: I agree with Cass--I have colleagues and professors asking me about government info and where to go for reliable info and this is the first time ever in Puerto Rico I have had this level of interest
Ashley Dahlen -> All Participants: We also have an archived recording of a webinar on building a digital depository collection (long URL): http://login.icohere.com/connect/d_connect_itemframer.cfm?vsDTitle=Building%20a%20Digital%20Depository%20Collection~38amp;dseq=18332~38amp;dtseq=96753~38amp;emdisc=2~38amp;mkey=public1172~38amp;vbDTA=0~38amp;viNA=0~38amp;vsDTA=~38amp;PAN=2~38a
Marie Concannon -> All Participants: I use Hathi Trust without signing in. I find it's unnecessary because nearly all the federal docs I look for are fully viewable the public... this is just my experience. I do sometimes see federal docs that are not viewable in full text but it's rare.

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Yes! Plum book, Gov't Manual, etc.

Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: @Kate - We're staying awake by fanning ourselves.

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: But this is why I am concerned about focus on web materials that are not harvested into FDLP - no preservation

Arlene Weible -> All Participants: I use Hathi too without signing in, but if you want to actually download a full document, you need membership access

Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: @Marie - There's an important difference between viewing and downloading the full document.

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Not FDLP focus, but the agencies and general public

Aimee Quinn -> All Participants: I also think we need a session on reliable government information today rather than just reliable news.

Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: Like being able to do text analysis or copying into new works.

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: +Aimee

Arlene Weible -> All Participants: I think a discussion of "official" vs "truthful" would be an interesting program for fall

Jane Canfield -> All Participants: I think we need to promote government information as a reliable source instead of fake news

Mary Ann Ries -> All Participants: Sounds like a webinar topic

Aimee Quinn -> All Participants: I receive questions all the time from faculty and community users asking about which government web sites can be trusted.

Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: +1 Aimee. Definitely need to address scope of information collected and how information is framed

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: +Arlene - only current? Historic too? I love to see the reactions when I explain the dot in Cong Rec. And THEN explain what happened prior

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: +Daniel

Aimee Quinn -> All Participants: I would be interested in doing something in the fall

Stephen Woods -> All Participants: I'm concerned that "Data Refuge" will become "data refuse". Although I love grassroots initiative I think that sustainable solutions need to be the focus moving forward.

Jane Canfield -> All Participants: Daniel, you are absolutely correct

Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: And it's reliable *in this way and for this purpose*

Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: Aimee - I'd be interested too.

Arlene Weible -> All Participants: +1 Stephen ...

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: When I worked in academic libraries, I had to work with students who thought ALL gov sites were influenced by politics and those that thought ALL gov sites were "good";

Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: Jenny - our law students want to throw it all out. So cynical.

Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: (I should say MY law students)
Ashley Dahlen -> All Participants: Small plug here for a webinar held on 3/27: Confronting Misinformation: How librarians can assist patrons in the digital information age. Check it out in the FDLP Web Archive at: http://login.icohere.com/public/topics.cfm?cseq=1172

Thomas Fischlschweiger -> All Participants: Jenny, I've seen that as well.

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Ashley is write about that webinar. It would be great for academic community - not just librarians

Aimee Quinn -> All Participants: Kate - yes, the framing and collection is important as well as what Arlene said about truthful. Historic and today are also important.

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: oop - RIGHT about that....

Andrea Stelljes -> All Participants: I attended that webinar on Confronting Misinformation. I thought it was very good!

Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: Sustainability - the rock on which many of our intention break against.

Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: C'mon Scott, do the math! ;)

Marie Concannon -> All Participants: Want to promote Arlene's earlier comment ... if there are any opportunities for GPO to work with Hathi Trust, it would certainly be a benefit to all

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: I'm behind on GovDoc-L - but is anyone trying to preserve the ALT-Twitter gov info?

Jane Canfield -> All Participants: I think this issue of reliability of gov infor is important for those speakers of other languages who are immigrants or new citizens or Puerto Rico and I will see what I can put together on the idea of reliable gov info in other languages

Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: LOL

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: I'm not asking GPO to preserve the ALT NPS - I am asking if others are trying to capture it?

Sandra McAninch -> All Participants: what about Hathi Trust questions?

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: What about Internet Archive? Not just Hathi

Susanne Caro -> All Participants: www.trumptwitterarchive.com

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Presidential makes sense - public records. I'm asking about the rogues

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: NOT FDLP - I'll have to ask on GovDoc-L

Tina Plottel -> All Participants: The Social Feed Manager folks at GW are capturing it, but there's issues with the Twitter privacy agreements for how to make the datasets public

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: can't hear

Ashley Dahlen -> All Participants: David Walls just came back into the room and they are bringing him up to speed.

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: ok - sorry

Susanne Caro -> All Participants: Maybe we can partner with some of the rogues?

Arlene Weible -> All Participants: Does anyone worry about the legitimacy of some of the rogues? Talk about reliability issues ...

Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: Arlene, absolutely. but... save ~38amp; figure it out later?

Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: surely one of them is real?

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: +Arlene - yes, I am concerned about that. But if never preserved, can't study in the future

Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: Arlene - Good point. Some are probably fake. Would take a
lot of trust on their parts to trust libraries enough to authenticate themselves. And then libraries probably couldn't share.

Arlene Weible -> All Participants: Yes, but you partner with libraries!
Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: Maybe Rogue accounts should be partnering with journalism/non-profits?

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: What about discussion with Internet Archive?
Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: Nice thing about Internet Archive is that they allow full downloads of files. Better than page by page viewing.

Arlene Weible -> All Participants: I would hope that we could look less about GPO membership in Hathi and more with finding a model for FDLP libraries to have a membership

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Yes - people just keep saying HathiTrust. Internet Archive pdfs seem more open and more complete (and I am speaking only anectdotally and only for myself, not for any employer or non-functioning auto-correct)

Arlene Weible -> All Participants: Maybe some libraries could contribute to membership cost ... GPO could negotiate a discounted membership fee? Or something like that.

Ashley Dahlen -> All Participants: A microphone just cut out

Marie Concannon -> All Participants: I (personally or if I was a director) wouldn't want to pay membership cost until Hathi can open goverment publications to general public (not part of a member library)

Marie Concannon -> All Participants: I have better luck finding federal docs in Hathi Trust - that is, when I'm looking for historic items

Jane Canfield -> All Participants: I don't have Hathi so this may be a strange question, but could one of the larger FDLP libraries somehow partner with some of us who are smaller to offer access to Hathi?

Arlene Weible -> All Participants: Also, Hathi is great about cataloging in OCLC, so are easily discoverable through traditional bib. sources

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Yes - I find more of them there - and I wind up checking IA for the missing maps

Jane Canfield -> All Participants: Is anyone talking? I can't hear

Susanne Caro -> All Participants: IA has a lot of agency films, HT does not.

Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: Much reading of comments

Jane Canfield -> All Participants: Glad you guys are reading comments

Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: Thanks for all your comments - it's great!

Jane Canfield -> All Participants: I have used them, but I couldn't figure any easy way to download or print or do anything except read

Jenny Groome -> All Participants: I LIKE Hathi - I just don't like the closed public documents. IA also creates great collections - like historic decennial census - easier for general public I think.

Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: Ending embargo is good, but full download by depository patrons is needed.
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: +Daniel
Susanne Caro -> All Participants: HT is great, sometimes the google scans are not
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: +Susanne
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: You can't always read the items either. I ran into this with some of the mid-20th century census items
Aimee Quinn -> All Participants: +Susanne
Sinai Wood -> All Participants: Sometimes a government document is not available because the fixed field indicating that it is a federal document is not correct. They are very quick at responding if you find a doc in HT and have them investigate.
Aimee Quinn -> All Participants: +Jenny
Heather Christenson -> All Participants: Yes, thanks Laurie, Cindy & David -looking forward to conversation with GPO. I'll be doing the FDLP Academy next week on HathiTrust
Susanne Caro -> All Participants: I seem to recall the downloading issue is also related to copyright
Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: Having in-library download access to HT would be an acceptable start.
Arlene Weible -> All Participants: +1 Daniel. Let's start with small steps!
Marie Concannon -> All Participants: We have been digitizing federal docs and uploading them to Hathi Trust, and my understanding is that it is up to us - as the digitizing library - to indicate that the items are public domain in the metadata
Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: Some govdocs are a mix of public domain and copyrighted materials. Those are appropriately flagged.
Kirstin Krumsee -> All Participants: Terrific, Heather! Thanks, Cindy @ GPO
laura sare -> All Participants: Yeah Heather!
Asteria Ndulute -> All Participants: In the long run, GPO should be a one stop center to search for government documents to the public by inventing simple ways to access the resources such as basic search or OCLC documentation
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: YAY Ashley
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: +Asteria
Heather Christenson -> All Participants: Hopefully it'll help clarify - I'll do my best to answer your Qs!
Arlene Weible -> All Participants: I may have missed, but does GPO anticipate shutting down on Friday?
Arlene Weible -> All Participants: :) 
Arlene Weible -> All Participants: Extend the agony ... Congress-style!
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Cinco de Mayo
Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: Good luck with all that then...
Heather Christenson -> All Participants: :-)
laura sare -> All Participants: LOL Arlene
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Thank you for all your work for Gov info and FDLP libraries - and citizens
Sandra McAninch -> All Participants: great meeting!
Jane Canfield -> All Participants: A very productive discussion with food for thought for incoming council members
Mary Clark -> All Participants: Right, Jane!
MaryBeth Will -> All Participants: Thank you for an informative conference! Lots of good info.
Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: @Sinai - I agree. HT does quick fixes when flag is clearly wrong.
Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: I *just* signed up!
Ashley Dahlen -> All Participants: Register for the 5/9 webinar on Microfiche at: https://www.fdlp.gov/news-and-events/2976-webinar-everything-you-need-to-know-about-microfiche
Aimee Quinn -> All Participants: Thanks to you all. Have to run to budget meetings.
Min Shaheen -> All Participants: Excellent conference and discussion. Thank you all!
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Fiche - NO, not obsolete here
Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: LOVED the data program! Informative and encouraging.
Asteria Ndulute -> All Participants: Thank you and it is the best way to update on FDLP issues. in addition to FDLP Connection.
Patty Andersen -> All Participants: Thanks, everyone for the wonderful discussions throughout the two days.
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: So, not gonna call eXchange Yenta.gov?
Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: Jenny, LOL
Anthony Smith -> All Participants: lol!
Andrea Stelljes -> All Participants: Thanks everyone for sharing excellent information!
Jane Canfield -> All Participants: Yenta.gov won’t work in Puerto Rico
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: okay - I better not ask why. Match.gov?
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: These meetings just get better year to year
Jane Canfield -> All Participants: match.gov would be a hit with the students
Tammy Stewart -> All Participants: Thank you to GPO and DLC.
Bernadette Johnson -> All Participants: Thanks for the good meeting, presentations and discussions!
William Kenz -> All Participants: ditto
Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: Second to all of that!
Stephen Woods -> All Participants: applause
Jane Canfield -> All Participants: applause also
Jenny Groome -> All Participants: applause icon won’t enter here
Jane Canfield -> All Participants: Just use the English
Jane Canfield -> All Participants: Pontifical Catholic University of Puerto Rico
Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: Congrats to the new class!
Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: LOL
Melissa Bernstein -> All Participants: Special thanks to SCOTT MASTHESON for his wonderful leadership!
Mary Clark -> All Participants: you departing members will be a tough act to follow!
Jane Canfield -> All Participants: I agree with Mary
Kate Irwin-Smiler -> All Participants: Congrats on your retirement Marianne!
Kirstin Krumsee -> All Participants: Ditto Melissa!
Kate Irwin-Smith -> All Participants: +1 Melissa!
Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: Ditto for me too. THANKS SCOTT
Gwen Sinclair -> All Participants: +2 Melissa!
Kate Irwin-Smith -> All Participants: Will there be pretzels? I missed pretzels this week.
Hallie Pritchett -> All Participants: +3 Melissa!
Kate Irwin-Smith -> All Participants: I for one welcome our new Council overlord.
Daniel Cornwall -> All Participants: @Kate Karen accepts your fealty
Jane Canfield -> All Participants: overlord-what have I gotten involved in?
Hallie Pritchett -> All Participants: Congratulations on yor retirement, Marianne!
Kate Irwin-Smith -> All Participants: @Jane, muahahahahah
Peggy Jarrett -> All Participants: Thanks Council, for all your hard work on our behalf!
Anthony Smith -> All Participants: Congratulations Marianne!
Mary Clark -> All Participants: The GPO visits are fantastic! I hope you can visit every depository!
Jane Canfield -> All Participants: Welcome anytime
Susanne Caro -> All Participants: Thank you!
Ashley Dahlen -> All Participants: ~38lt;gavel bang~38gt;
Jane Canfield -> All Participants: It's actually quiet and friendly here
Sinai Wood -> All Participants: Yes, congratulations Marianne!!
Ashley Dahlen -> All Participants: Council is discussing next steps...
Ashley Dahlen -> All Participants: Thank you all for attending!

---End Transcript---